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ntroduction 
The creation and utilizalion of fixed points remains a fundamental exercise in 
both computation and language semantics. In this paper we present several kinds 
of categorical fixed point results. Utilizing connections that exist between various 
categories which mod<1 computation, the results attained agree with those found 
in familiar settings such as domains, yet in the general case can be interpreted in 
a broader setting as well. Also, the work formalizes the role of the natural numbers 
in computing indticiive fixed points in semantic categories. 
We approach the problem of fixed points from two rather different viewpoints. 
From the viewpoint of recursion, several general fixed point theorems in Cartesian 
closed categories are found. Continuing an approach begun by Lawvere, the results, 
when interpreted in a suitable effective setting, coincide with familiar recursion 
theorems. An important device is the use of a suitably large categorical universe 
such as th: category of modest sets or the effective topos in which to interpret the 
results. Interest in these categories has grown recently because of their connection 
with models of the polymorphic &calculus [a]. 
We also approach fixed points from an inductive point of view. The notion of a 
fixed point combinator as a basic computational and semantic paradigm can be 
found in the works of many authors (see, for example, [Ml). Until now th? categorical 
role of the natural numbers in least fixed point constructions, while often im 
has not been given an explicit formulation. this paper we provide 
formulation by providing a factorization ofjx t 
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of natural numbers than the usual natural number object, namely an ordered natural 
number object, This is of particular interest in settings such as domains or SFPs 
where no natural number object exists. 
A by-product of the above work is the discovery that J% can be givsn a nice 
algebraic description as a dinatural transformation. Originating in category theory, 
the concept of dinatural transformation has become an increasingly important tool 
in investigations into functorial polymorphism [2,3]. We show that in the category 
of Scott domains,& is a dinatural transformation from the bifunctor ( )’ ) to identity. 
This is accomplished by discarding the usual semantic approach of utilizing projec- 
tion/embedding pairs. 
While originally motivated by interest in semantic environments such as domains, 
the use of ordered natural number objects and dinatural transformations carries 
over to more general categorical settings as well. Continuing the program initiated 
by Wand [ 151 and Plotkin and Smyth [ 123, fixed point combinators are provided 
in the setting of Cartesian closed categories enriched by o-cpo‘s. A 2-categorical 
version of these results can be found in [9]. 
In an effective setting we concentrate primarily on effective domains and show 
that the existence of an ordered natural number object and the factorization of Jix 
remains valid. In particular, the factorization of Jix helps describe an interesting 
class of effective objects. 
1. Categorical fixed points 
In this section we consider several fixed point results in a Cartesian closed category 
setting. In the following section we consider least fixed point results. The following 
example provides a nice analogue of some of the paper’s development. 
xample. Let PR A PR be a recursive operator on the space of partial recursive 
functions. The first recursion theorem stipulates the existence of a fixed point of F. 
Actually there are two versions of this theorem with different proofs. The first version 
ensuring the existence of a fixed point is proved via a standard Klezne style 
iagonalization argument. This version follows naturally from the results of this 
section. The second version ensuring the existence of a Zeast fixed point is proved 
via an effective Kleene/Scott semantics approach. This version will follow naturally 
from results in Section 2. 
For the remainder of this section let be a Cartesian closed dategcry. 
. For A E C, map B -& C is A-path subjective if any map A + C factors 
through J We say f is point surjective if f is l-path surjective. 
oint surjective if , f) is a set surjection. 
t objects of a category 
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are not determined by their points. The following result holds by a categorical 
diagonalization argument. See [6] for details. 
1.3. (Lawvere). [f there exists a point surjectiwe map A + Y* in C rhen euery 
map Y + Y in C hap 0 _ fixed voint. 
The condition that there exist a point surjective map A + Y” is not satisfiable 
(non-trivially) in a universe of sets. For example, if Y is just the two point set we 
arrive at Cantor’s theorem. 
xample. Huwig and Poigne [5] have shown that there is no non-trivial bicar- 
tesian closed category C containing an object D satisfying D = 1 + D”. If such an 
object existed then 2l’ would be a retract of D, thus implying the existence of a 
point surjective map D-, 2”. In particular, since the category of profinite domains 
is bicartesian closed there is no profinite solution of the above equation. 
Other categories, however, are more conducive to such conditions. In addition 
to the category of 3 several other categories will be called upon. 
The categories E denote the categories of effective (Scott) 
domains, modest sets and the effective topos, respectively. While a working knowl- 
edge of these categories is useful for reading this paper, we do not describe them 
here but rather refer the reader to the following references: [4,8,13]. For now we 
emphasize only that each inclusion E is full, that all the 
categories are car:esian closed (in fact, FF is a topos) and that 
have a natural number object (nno) (see Definition 2.2). 
1.5. Example. Let C be either M or EFF. If A is the nno and Y is the object 
of partial recur+< functions, then the condition in Theorem 1.2 that there exists a 
point surjective m,p A + Y” holds. The conclusion then is just version 1 of the first 
recursion theorem (see Example 1.1). 
There is nothiro, special about the space of partial recursive functions in the last 
example that dots not hold for any effective domain. 
1.6. Corollary. Every map D -+ D in E has a jxed point. 
Proof. For any DC it is not hard to show there exists a point surjective 
Note we must be careful here since rmo of E , does 
By the theore map D-, D in has a fixed point 
and, by fullness of the inclusion, in as well. Cl 
This last coro!!ary also follows of course from Scott’s construction of a fixed 
point operator (;see [14]). The result follows, however, from properties of Cartesian 
closed categories without explicit mention of order. 
combinator and we could if in fact we ad a retraction. 
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1.7. Theorem. If there exis;s a retraction A + YA in a Cartesian closed category C then 
there exists a map Yy + Y which jinds fixed points. 
roof. If q denotes) the retraction and s the section then q is clearly point surjective. 
In addition, the existence of s ensures that the proof of the existence of a fixed 
point is constructive and so can be done in the topos SC““. Thus 
S=‘%WFCZ Yy3y~ YF(y)=y 
holds and so by topos semantics there exists a map G : Y ’ + Y satisfying 
S=‘%VFE YYF(G(F))=G(F). 
Since the Yoneda embedding of C in SC’,’ is full and preserves exponc:rtia!; the 
result follows. We note a direct proof can be done directly in C 0 
ry. For every D in E there exists a map D” + D.findingB’xed points. 
roof. This follows from Scott’s construction of a universal domain U which in 
fact was effective [14]. Every domain, and therefore D” is a retract of U. Cl 
1.9. Example. It was observed early on that the standard enumeration of the partial 
recursive functions did not produce a retraction. Two classical results; however, 
namely the enumeration theorem which corresponds to point surjectivity of the 
enumeration and the s-m-n theorem which corresponds roughly to N-path surjec- 
tivity can be viewed as attempts to approximate a retraction, Point surjectivity was 
used in Example 1.5 and N-path surjectivity is used below. Since the partial recursive 
functions form an effective domain by Corollary 1.8, there exists a fixed point 
combinator for the partial recursive functions. This provides a uniform way of 
finding an (index for a) fixed point from the index of the recursive operator. 
There are other kinds of recursion results which produce pseudo fixed points. 
The next result provides a suitable categorical version. 
efinition. Let A 1’, B be a map in category C. A has the fixed point property 
relative to f if for any map A h, A, there exists a point of A which equalizes the 
pair of maps f and fo h. 
. Suppose C has a point surjective map A * Y”, an A-path surjective 
map A s Y amd A x A is a retract of A, then A has the fixed point property relative 
to 
. The result fo lows from a variation of categorical diagonalization. Qetails 
can be found in [7]. 0 
ck to the structure i xample 13, a standard 
s is sinjective 
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theorem. Also N x N = N, so in the theorem holds and corresponds in this 
case to ‘he classical second recursion theorem. 
First and second recursion theorems hold for eflective domains. 
roof. The first result is Corollary 1.6. It is easy to show any effective domain I) 
has an enumerator v so that any effective sequence of elements of D factors thro 
v via J total recursive function. Consequently v is an N-path surjective map in 
and the result follows. Cl 
2, Ordered natural nu ber objects ad dinaturality 
In this section we approach fixed points from an inductive viewpoint and compute 
least fixed points. We begin by recalling some basic definitions. 
2.1. nition. (i) A cpo (D, S) is a poset with directed sups. 
(ii) An element x of cpo D is compact or finite if for any directed subset S of 
D, XC VS implies there is a y E S, x s v. Let Do denote the compact elements of _ 
M. 
(iii) A cpo D is o-algebraic if D” is countable and for every element x in D, 
U(x) = {GE &I x0 c x} is directed with sup equal to x. 
(iv) A Scott domain D is an w-algebraic, bounded complete cpo. 
For the rest of this paper the term domain will refer to Scott domains. Maps 
between domairr, are continuous functions, i.e. those which preserve directed sups. 
We denote the category of (Scott) domains by 
We wish to examine in a precise way what role the natural numbers play in fixed 
point results. W: first recall an important notion. 
2.2. Definition. 14 natural number object (nno) in a category C is a pair of maps 
1 0, N S, N that is initial with respect to any other data (pair of maps 1 * A s A). 
The fact thae standard semantic categories such as D P (the category 
of SF?-objects), or their effective counterparts, have no nno seems by now well 
known. This has recently been given precise content by the following result. 
2.3. eorem (Huwig and Poigne [S]). Any Cartesian closed categoq with jixpoints 
and a nno is degenerate ( i.e. reduces to a point ). 
roof. See [ 51. El 
All the aforementioned semantic categories are Cartesian closed. While the above 
result seems to preclu e any intrinsic use of natura mm&m in our discussisw all 
is not lost, A siight weakening of the concept of na:usa, . . . ..___  _ 1 nllrnher ob.ject will provide 
a workable notion. 
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efinition. An ordered-natural number object (onno) is a pair 1 0 N S, N that 
is required to satisfy the conditions of Definition 1.3 only for data (d, F) where 
dsFd. 
Obviously every nno is an onno but the category 
counterexample to the converse. 
already provides a 
xample. Let N” denote 0 + 1 -+ 2 + l -+OO where s(n)=n+l if n#m; CO if 
n = 00. N” is an onno for . If there exist data 1 L D L d with d s Fd then 
there exists an upward chain d s Fd s F2d s l l l and a mapping N” 3 D. Since 
D is closed under directed sups, V F”d exists and equals H(a) which is clearly 
the least fixed point of F greater than or equal to d. We now formalize this nrocess. 
The previous example suggests the existence of a useful mapping. First, in the 
general case, let C be any Cartesian closed category with nno N. If x is a global 
element of X in C then there exists a map X NLxN in C. Now let D be an 
arbitrary domain with data (I, F). We always have _!_ s FJ_ and M is Cartesian 
closed so this induces a mapping T: D” -, DNx where T(F) equals the unique map 
HI;- guaranteed by the onno N”. 
2.6. Theorem. T : B” + D NT is continuous. 
roof. Let { Fi} be a directed subset of D”. For n ~00, T(V c)(n) = [V F;]“(_L) - 
V FX-0 = V T(F;.)( ) n since {F;} is directed and each Fi is continuous. 
T(V fi)(~)~V (V Fi)“(_L)=V V F:(L)=‘~ V F:(I)=V T(e)(m) 
II ti i i I1 i 
since sups commute. I3 
An element of DN‘ can be thought of as an upward chain of elements of D with 
a sup. Since evaluation is continuous so is the map eual,, : D N’ + D, evaluation at 
m. If@ denotes the least fixed point combinator we have the following corollary. 
2.7. Corollary. jix = eval,x 0 T. 
wote that eval,, is a retraction where the section D \, DN’ is the obvious map 
D’rdr ’ and 1 is the one point domain. In fact, eval,, and s form a coprojective pair, 
i.e. s 0 eual, 2 id and evalx 0 s = fd. Of course, we are looking here at the special 
case of a reflection, in categorical terms. We will return to this point in the next 
section. 
Let jx‘, denote the combinator which finds the least fixed point greater than or 
equal to d. Obviously j& makes sense for those elcrrzents of D” for whit: 
Let d i D denote the subset of D consisting of those elements e for wh 
The construction d 5 D is a special case of the comma category construction which 
notation. Utilized In [l?l for mputing fixed points, without construct- 
nator, it is recognized that if is an w-cpo (category),, so is d .I #D. The 
case for domains ItieS. 
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a. If D is a domain and d E D, then d J D is a domain. 
roof. Showing d & is again an o-cpo is trivial. If D is bounded complete and S 
is any set in d & D which is bounded, then S is bounded in D also and thus V D 
exists and is the sup in d & D as well. All that remains is to show d J, D is algebraic. 
First, if e is finite in D and the pair (e, d) is compatible (i.e. e and d have an upper 
bound) then e v d is a finite element in d&D. Let x be an element of d&D then 
x E D and d c x. Since D is algebraic x = VPCC.r e. Now d s x, (e, d) is co 
and ev d is finite In d&D for all e<< x in D and so x=V(~~~,_ (ev d), 
a sup of finite elements. 
Since d & D is again in 3 we form (d 4 D)cdSn’ and let 7;, denote the map, 
in this case, corresponding to T. El 
2.9. Corollary. T?re map jxJ : \d & D)“ln’ is the composite eual,,,~ Td. 
roof. The proof is just a reworking of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7. We note in particular 
that d is the bottom element of d J D. Cl 
The above results provide a formal view of the role of an onno in inductive 
definitions. As we shall see, this view provides a clarification of properties of jx. 
We begin by recalling Plotkin’s characterization of jx using the category 
2.10. Theorem (Plotkin [ 111). Fix is the unique operator on a family of domain maps 
FA : AA + A satisfying the following rule: for maps f : A + A, s : B + B, g : B + A, 
g(&)=_L,andgos=fog 
F,(f) = g( &j(s)) ’ 
roof. The proof is straightforward. Cl 
While the condition g 0 s =.f 0 g proves convenient for algebraic manipulation in 
the above theorem, we emphasize its usefulness in conjunction with the T operator. 
T(s) provides a unique map IV Oc’ + B as does T( f ). When g 0 s = f 0 g, i.e. namely 
when the bottom square in the following diagram commutes: 
_ M”’ SUCC , N” 
0 4 T(s) I T(s) / If3 
1-B LB 
s property of an onno. 
rovides one characterization of ,fix, it lacks a nice a raic 
i!e Theorem 2.E) 
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as naturality. Perhaps, for example, the family of maps {JiXA} provides a natural 
transformation ( ) ( ) 4 id. In order to check this we would treat ( )’ ) as a covariant 
functor and retreat to the category E of domains with projection-embedding 
pairs as maps. While this nas been the usual course of action for semantic i 
e now show it is not the direction to take. Suppose we have a ma 
= idA and mg s ids. This generates in turn a map B” + AA taking 
an element s in B* to gsm in AA. 
a. If T is a natural transformation so is jix. 
roof. By Co,ollary 2.7, Jix, factors as euaZX 0 TA. Eual, is just a special case of 
the colimit natural transformation. Since naturality is closed under composition, 
the result follows. 0 
By the lemma we only need check T for naturality. For a map B 2 A in 
we check whether the square commutes: 
When g is strict, commutativity reduces to commutativity of the square 
B”-B 
gsm 
A- A 
which in general does not commute. The problem, of course, is our map B” + A”‘. 
Suppose we throw out projection-embedding pairs and consider instead arbitrary 
maps B&A and A s B. Then the diagram 
11 “g 
B-B 
I I 
R g 
gob A-A 
hat we have done is considered ( )’ ’ as a bifunctor ( )’ ’ : 
contravariant in the first position and covariant in the seco 
g is strict we obtain in turn a new commutative diagram 
which for arbitrary !a says g c’ T,,( Ir Q 3) = esting a dinaturaj lransfor- 
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. Given categories and bifunctors F, G : 
S: Fs G is a fami maps StI: F(a,a)+ 
that for every arrow c L a’ in llowing diagram commutes 
=G(a, a’) 
.Y /.$ 
a’) --% G(a’, a’) 0 
In the case of arbitrary g, T need not be dinatural but the composite jx is. 
3. Theorem. jix is a dinatural transformation ( )’ ’ 2 id. 
of. For the case of arbitrary domain maps B JL A, A a B, g&J 2 I~. Con- 
sequently, 
go T,(hog)~ T,_(goh) and go~x,(hog)~Jix,(goh). 
Also 1,~ hU,) and so 
g 0 T&i og)sgoho T,(goh). 
Since eoalX is natural and assigns a fixed point to g 0 12. g o_f&C h 0 g) 5/kdg o 11) 
and we are done. U 
Comment. A similar result was observed independently by Freyd, who worked in 
an induction-fre? environment and who also observed the following result. 
Propositie n. 
fixpoin t opera tws. 
Anq7 dinatural transformation ( )’ ‘i id generates a family qf 
soof. The result follows from a straightforward use of the definition of dinatural 
transformation. Cl 
While the above results give jx a nice algebraic description as a dinatural 
transformation, so thing has been lost. nlike Theorem 2.10, T 
2.14 no longer pro e ij characterization, namely we cannot at pre 
jx as the unique dinatural transforma 
comp!ete lattices this is clearly false 
operators are dina:ural. 
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In semantic categories such as the category of domains or SF& can 
we characterize fix as the unique dinatural ( )’ ) s id. 
ix in an enriched setti 
In this section we continue the general theme of the last section by considering 
least fixed points from a more genera9 categorical viewpoint. There are two easily 
seen directions in which one can proceed, namely enriched categories and 2- 
categories. The latter approach would lengthen the exposition considerably and 
take us too far afield of our present considerations, so this approach will be developed 
elsewhere (see [9J). 
We concentrate instead on the idea of enriched categories. The use of an onno 
in semantic categories such as lends themselves naturally to interpretation 
in an enriched categorical setting. 
3.L Definition9 A poset 0 is o-comptete (an o-cpo) if it is closed under sups of 
ascending chains. We assume for the purposes of this paper that each 614430 has a 
bottom element _L. The category of o-cpo’s has continuous maps for morphisms. 
efinition. A category C is enriched over o-cpo’s if for every pair of objects 
A, B in C, there is an o-cpo [A, B] subject to a composition condition [A, B] x 
[I B, C] + [A, C] where the usual associative and unit conditions hold. 
More generally one can define categories enriched over an arbitrary monoidal 
category. 
le. CAT, the category of all categories is enriched over itself. 
is enriched over o-cpo’s. In particular, since there exists a 
ich is terminal, the points of a domain form an o-cpo. 
he use of enriched categories in semantics was initiated by Wand 9 151 and 
continued and expanded by PIotkin and Smyth [12]. As noted in the previous 
section, these efforts utilized projective-embedding pairs and thus failed to produce 
fixed point combinators and naturality conditions. The next theorem can be seen 
as extending these results. 
tion ( ) ’ ) Jier 
enriched over w-cpo’s with an onno has a dinatural transforma- 
---* id where jix is the least fixed poinj operator. 
00 is the fixed point 
: ( )’ j-9, ( )Nr exists. T 
ssor, N” is the onno 
evarl, is natural and 
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continues to produce a coprojective (reflective) pair ( leval,-, A) where A is the 
diagonal map. Clearly fix = eval, 0 T. The proof that f;x is dinatural is analogous 
to the proof of Theorem 2.13. Cl 
Comment. The use of the notation A in the last theorem was not accidental as 
clearly the reflective pair (eval,* , 
J 
A) is just a special case ofthe adjoint pair C q 
cdirnif 
where colimit I- A. The existence of the left adjoint to A is not routine, of course, 
but depends on exactness properties of C. We illustrate this point with the example 
of generalized Kleene fixed point semantics. 
heorem. Let C be a category with an initial object _L and which has a colimit 
for every right chain. Every functor F : C + C which is cocontinuous ( preserving 
colimits) has as least Jixed point the colimit ( L, CY) *for the right chain 
~~~(~)%~‘(~)+**. 
Proof. Let N* be the category generated by O+ 13 2 -9 l 0 = + 00. If C and F satisfy 
the hypotheses then clearly N* acts like a nno for the data (I, F_L) and a left 
adjoin: C N* s C to the diagonal functor exists. The right chain generated by F 
gives an element in CN* whose image by 4 is the desired initial F-algebra. Cl 
Further developments in this direction would require a formal definition of an 
onno in a 2-categorical sense and an appropriate analysis of T. As stated earlier, 
these ideas are pursued in [9]. In the next section we will briefly examine some of 
the applications cf the above results in an effective setting. 
4. The efFectk CIISZ? 
The approach of the previous sections is now examined in the effective case. We 
focus our attention on results in effective domains. 
4.1. efinition. D is an effective (Scott) domain if it is a Scott domain for which 
its neighborhood system has a computable presentation, the compatibility relation 
and sup operation are effective on finite elements and every element is the recursively 
enumerable sup of its finite approximations. 
Let denote the category of effective domains. Arrows are maps which are 
both continuous and effective. The following result, is both instructive and useful. 
is a *full subcategory qf both the qfective topos, 
roof. See [ 13,7] for details. Cl 
The utility of the above theorem has already been demonstrated in the proof of 
Corollary 1.6. We can also use the theore 
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show a map between two domains is an arrow in E , it is sufficient to show 
the map is effective, continuity following from the fullness of the inclusion. 
As before, we focus our attention on nno’s and onno’s. 
does not have a nno but does have an onno. 
is cartesian closed and is fully embedded inside both and 
C, the recursive topos, 9 cannot have a nno by a result in [8]. Alternatively 
we can appeal to eorem 2.3 since E has fixed points. The onno fo 
N”, works for E m as well. Every N’” except m is finite so 
an eii”ectively presented basis and is clearly in om. Let (d, F) be acceptable data, 
i.e. d zs Fd. Since F is a map in om and therefore i 
topos, it is easily seen that Fvn = vhn for some re 
enumerates D. Thus the sequence d, Fd, F'd, . . . is effective and increasing and thus 
generates a unique map N’” + D in 
Theorem 4.3 makes possible the existence of a dinatural fixed point combinator. 
The approach agrees with that of earlier sections but now we have the added burden 
of effectivity. 
. fix is a dinatural transformation in E 
roof. In light of Theorem 4.3 it suffices to show that for a given effective domain 
D both T and q are maps in E is Cartesian closed and q is 
just a standard categorical map in E e. For T we only need show 
T is effective. By standard recursion theoiy, the process of finding an index for a 
recursive function h which “tracks” F is uniform in an i r F and thus the 
map T is effective. Thus the composite, @, is a map in E n 
Although the proof of the existence of the reflective pair DNW s D is trivial 
via the categorical structure of , the content is not. ?je illustrate via an 
example. 
Le. Let D be the effective domain of partial recursive func- 
tions. For AxyJI( X, y ) E D N “, eval,($)(n) = dovetail the computations of 
#(S, n)+( 1, n)$(2, fi) . . . until one computation halts. Also for F a recursive func- 
tional on D, jk( F) is the unique least fixed point guaranteed by the first recursive 
theorem. 
ent, The construction of fix was originally developed by utilizing ordinary 
r-m& in larger categories and the existence of full embeddings (see Sectio 
this setting Jix as a ~ctori~a~~o~ 
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where the endomaps of D are continuous and monotDN refers to non-decreasing 
sequences in D. Recently Barr has begun an investigation of J;x in the general 
context of nno’s in Cartesian closed catcgorics [t]. 
The last few results suggest an interesting problem. It is presently an open problem 
for many investigators to give an intrinsic characterization of an effective object. 
Work in categories such as modest sets and partial equivalence relations can be 
seen as providing insight into this problem. Taking ,nn effective universe such as 
Effl, we can ask the following question. For which objects % in Efl does Jc act 
like an onno, and for which objects does there exist a reflective pair? More succinctly, 
for which objects does theJix factorization make sense? This would seem to classify 
a very natural class of effective objects. 
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